
Bright gifts
Instructions No. 2350
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 1 hour 30 Minutes

Christmas balls become a fascinating light decoration in this idea. Let this idea inspire you to create your own ball light decorations - ideal
also as a gift idea!

You will need Christmas balls in different sizes for this idea. Select a part of the balls and spray them with color spray in harmonious matching colors (for this
idea we have used three shades of blue). The baubles spray best when held on a bamboo skewer while doing this.

Extra tip: When using paint sprays, hold the balls or your object to be sprayed in a cardboard box. This will protect your surroundings from unwanted paint
stains. Additionally, it is recommended to wear protective gloves while spraying.

Assemble the transparent gift boxes. Stick glitter paper on the bottoms and
place them in the boxes. 

Fill the boxes with the different colored and different sized Christmas balls
and with a string of lights. Mix the sizes and colors of the baubles until you
get a great overall look. Leave the battery compartment with the switch of
the light chain outside the packaging. 

Close the boxes and decorate them with a gift bow.

You want to arrange the boxes on a dresser or windowsill? They look
especially good when arranged on a surface together with other Christmas
balls and small pompoms.

Article number Article name Qty

Article information:



801973-01 Box for money and voucher gifts, Transparent18 x 18 x 15 cm 1
801973-02 Box for money and voucher gifts, Transparent18 x 18 x 25 cm 1
100279525 Christmas balls made of plastic, 12 pieces 1
762250-14 Marabu do it SATIN MATTCaribbean 1
762250-15 Marabu do it SATIN MATTAzure Blue 1
762250-19 Marabu do it SATIN MATTTurquoise 1
618342 VBS Bamboo wood spikes, 200 pieces 1
111065 VBS Handicraft glue 1
133821 Fiskars Classic-Hobby scissors, 13 cm 1
652568-80 VBS Pompons, 15 mm, 60 piecesWhite 1
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